CSI’s Storage & Archive solutions empower customers to take control of data management so that they optimize space, improve operations and reduce costs. In addition, our systems simplify how companies track, manage and archive information, making their business more intelligent, secure and profitable.

Utilizing CSI’s Storage & Archive solutions gives companies the following advantages:

- Centralize, store and access key documents conveniently from a Web-based system
- Eliminate costs associated with paper, printing and physical storage
- Create redundancy and backup capabilities to improve your compliance posture
- Increase productivity through advanced search and indexing options
SupplyLinks equips your institution with its own personalized online supply store. This innovative solution allows you to better manage inventory on a wide range of items, from bank forms and printed materials to office products and marketing materials. With SupplyLinks, you save time and money while increasing productivity, flexibility and control.

Through SupplyLinks, your institution can realize the following benefits:

- Automate inventory control and monitor low stock items
- Access reports by cost center or departmental allocation on costs and usage
- Create a stronger brand image through uniformity of printed materials
- Reduce fees associated with couriers, storage needs and invoicing

SupplyLinks Inventory and Expense Management Solutions are provided by AccuSource and available to customers utilizing Meridian.NET, one of CSI’s core processing platforms.
DocLinks converts your most valuable corporate documents from paper to portable electronic files, providing a more efficient and productive document organization system. Through this system, you can quickly retrieve and duplicate archived documents in the case of a disaster. DocLinks provides a comprehensive solution that reduces cost and storage needs, while enhancing business performance.

Customers can achieve the following key advantages with DocLinks:

- Reduce costs of copying, transferring, storing, locating and recreating documents
- Maintain important documents in searchable, easily accessible digital formats
- Minimize business interruptions and expense during disaster recovery efforts
- Enable document collaboration and retrieval among employees across the enterprise

DocLinks is available to customers utilizing Meridian.NET, one of CSI’s core processing platforms.
**CENTERDOC**
An easy-to-use document management solution that reduces paper, time and costs

CenterDoc offers a secure, cloud-based document management solution for achieving a more efficient and organized institution. It alleviates many manual processes, security concerns, physical storage constraints, and software installation and maintenance. As a total document storage solution, CenterDoc allows you to streamline your business operations enterprisewide.

Through CenterDoc, financial institutions can realize the following efficiencies:

- Manage documents associated with loans, deposits, trusts, etc. from a single platform
- Capture documents quickly with high-speed scanning capabilities
- Receive automatic notification when documents are eligible for deletion
- Meet compliance requirements through audit and exception tracking

CenterDoc is available to customers utilizing NuPoint®, CSI’s cloud-based core processing platform.

**DIGIARK**
Full-page document archive for images, cold documents and other indexed files

DigiARK simplifies your institution’s document filing, storage, retrieval and distribution needs. Configured to your precise specifications, it allows you to create files from soft or hard copies, providing robust search capabilities that improve efficiency. DigiARK is a Web-based delivery and management system that’s compatible with Microsoft and uses full encryption to secure your data.

DigiARK gives you the following storage and search capabilities:

- Store and archive all types of media in a central repository that’s accessible from any desktop
- Use sophisticated search features that include highly specific criteria
- Restrict content and access by individual users
- Save time, space and money by eliminating manual processes and physical storage needs

DigiARK integrates with most core processing platforms.
CHECKUP SOLUTIONS
Integrated check image archiving solutions that enhance your storage and search abilities

CheckUp solutions equip your institution with comprehensive tools for storing check images from either CSI item processing applications or your legacy item processing systems and archives. As a Web-based solution, it provides a secure, convenient way to manage check imaging enterprisewide. CheckUp accommodates numerous search, report and database extensions that simplify many internal processes.

“A WEB-BASED SOLUTION THAT PROVIDES A SECURE, CONVENIENT WAY TO MANAGE CHECK IMAGING.”

Using CSI’s CheckUp solutions allows financial institutions to achieve the following benefits:

• Store, manage and retrieve check images from any Web-enabled computer
• Utilize advanced check search and linked statement text
• Retrieve thousands of results for complex queries in seconds
• Print or export results to Microsoft Excel®, TIFF, PDF, HTML and XML formats
CSI ACCESSDIRECT
A powerful online portal for account administrators

AccessDirect gives our customers an admin tool for managing and accessing some of CSI’s online document delivery applications. It provides comprehensive access to account management functions so that you can maximize the way our solutions perform for your business.

With AccessDirect, CSI customers can capitalize on the following benefits:

- Leverage a centralized portal to access CSI’s products and services
- Restrict sensitive data to appropriate users with enterprise-class security features
- Communicate and collaborate with CSI staff about projects

Customers who utilize DigiARK and CheckUp solutions have free access to AccessDirect.